
Questions after the NR Combo & Deer/Elk Permits

Did I draw my Nonresident combo/permit?

 ► You can either login to your MyFWP account or, if you don’t have a MyFWP account, you can use 
the link below to check.  Please make sure phone number and address are accurate: https://myfwp.
mt.gov/fwpExtPortal/lookupAlsNo_input.action

I don’t want to create a MyFWP account to check my drawing status.  Can FWP tell me my results?

 ► While we encourage you to create a MyFWP account or to utilize the Look Up Drawing Results tool 
here: https://myfwp.mt.gov/fwpExtPortal/myDrawR esult_input.action, we’re happy to look up your 
results by calling (406) 444-2950.

Can I give my license to someone else if I’m unable to hunt?

 ► No.  Licenses are not transferable by state law.

Where’s my license? 

 ► The printing and mailing of licenses can be a lengthy process because it may involve other agency 
coordination. Please allow several weeks after the drawing date for arrival.

Where is my refund?

 ► Drawing refunds are typically processed and mailed within a few weeks following the respective 
drawing. 

 ► Refunds for nonresident combination licenses & elk permits are typically issued near the end of April 
and arrive via USPS mail by early May.

What does it mean if my drawing status for my Nonresident Combo says “RELEASED”?

 ► “Released” status indicates you were initially unsuccessful in the primary phase of the drawing, but 
ultimately successful at a later phase from a pool of licenses returned by hunters electing to return 
their license because they didn’t draw their permit. 

My drawing results say “UNSUCCESSFUL”, but I lost all my preference points?

 ► “Unsuccessful” in combination with a balance of zero preference points indicates you successfully 
drew a nonresident combo license in the primary drawing, but you elected to return that license if 
you didn’t draw a permit. Because you successfully drew a license in the primary drawing using your 
accumulated preference points and elected to return it, your preference points were reset to zero. 
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Are there other opportunities for me to get a license?

FWP’s Alternate’s List 

 ► The Alternate’s List is an option for nonresident hunters interested in purchasing a returned 
nonresident combination license. A hunter may sign up for the opportunity to purchase their choice 
of nonresident combination license. Once the list is compiled and randomized the hunter at the 
top of the list will be contacted to finalize the purchase of the license. The sign-up period for the 
Alternate’s List is May 15 through June 30 via MyFWP. https://fwp.mt.gov/buyandapply/hunting-
licenses/nonresident-licenses/alternatesList.html 

Are licenses from the Alternate’s List distributed on a first-come first-serve basis?

 ► No. The Alternate’s List collects a list of hunters interested in purchasing a nonresident combination 
license.  This list is then randomized and available licenses are offered to hunters through that 
ranking.  

How do I sign up on the Alternate’s List?

 ► You can sign up through the website at https://myfwp.mt.gov/fwpExtPortal/myDrawResult_input.
action .  Unfortunately, we are not able to sign up on your behalf. 

How do I apply for B licenses?

 ► From the home page, https://fwp.mt.gov/ , click “License: Buy/Apply” button or click on this link to 
the Online Licensing System: https://app.mt.gov/als/index/index.html

When do surplus licenses go on sale?

 ► If there are any surplus licenses available after the drawings have been conducted, those licenses 
may be available through the Surplus List.  The sign-up period is June 19th to July 20th. 
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